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This issue was timed to come out just before International Women’s Day (March
8). We feature inspirational women in every issue, and this one’s no exception.
I was particularly taken by the story of Milly Rose, who overcame numerous
challenges in her early life, but her hunger for learning and determination to
succeed kept her going. In these days when young people are often unfairly
maligned for wanting X Factor-style overnight success, Milly is a shining example
of how blood, sweat and tears can pay off – and this is a message she’s getting
across in schools and on FEO courses, which she now helps to run.
Despite their different ages and backgrounds there were similarities between
the stories of Milly and Heidi Dodson, who’s also passionate about ending the
stigmas around mental health in the workplace. Her message is – prioritise selfcare, and don’t be afraid to seek help if you’re struggling. After the past two
years we’ve all had, I reckon lots of people are. Personally, I found January and
February hard to get through – I think it was a combination of a large workload,
a particularly difficult work-related issue, the terrible weather, and the general,
exhausting knock-on effect of months of Covid-related uncertainty.
I wrote on Twitter recently that I tend to spend as much time worrying about
my workload as I do actually getting on with the tasks at hand, and someone
replied, “Tell me you’re human without saying you’re human.” And that’s the
point – it’s normal to worry about stuff; it’s OK to not be OK. Someone suggested
going on a time management course, to which my obvious reply was… I haven’t
got time! But seriously, I’m exploring ways of how to better manage my time so I
can get things done without constantly feeling like I’m in some sort of gameshow
where someone’s yelling at me, “YOU’VE GOT FIVE MINUTES!!”
Following on from what I said in my previous editorial, I’ve now begun the
process of “letting go to grow” on the H&E
magazine side of my business by putting a new
editor in place so I can step back and work less
“on” the business than “in” it – which doesn’t
come easy as I’m used to doing everything there
is to do. But it simply had to happen, for the sake
of growth, and my own sanity – and it seems
to be working OK. Now I just need to learn to
politely say “no”, once in a while…

Sam Hawcroft, BW Editor
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Tyne and Wear NE10 0JP
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Ten ways to improve the
product pages on your
ecommerce website
01482 890146
Email info@sirius-hull.co.uk
Visit sirius-hull.co.uk

The importance of
your product page
on any ecommerce
website can’t be
overestimated,
writes Alan
Gordon-Freeman

Your product page is the point at which
a person moves from interested visitor to
prospective customer and where the final
buying decision is made. Here are ten ways
to improve the performance of your product
pages.
1. Make the page more visible on Google
Don’t worry too much about SEO. If you
produce good content that gets shared,
Google will notice. The key elements are
keyword usage, user experience, and depth
and value of content. Don’t forget to provide
160-character meta descriptions as this is
what people will see in search results.
2. Make sure you’re ready in mobile
• More than 50% of your website traffic is
probably from mobile and tablets
• UK consumers buy more through their
mobiles than any other country
• Transaction rates may be lower in other
sectors but even if consumers buy elsewhere,
they still conduct research via mobile
Responsive design is the best way to make
your website compatible with mobile devices.
3. Use excellent photography
Good photography shows the item in detail,
it’s consistent and, above all, it is inspirational.
It’s often best to do your own photography;
the manufacturer’s is not always up to
scratch.
4. Write evocative and thorough product
descriptions
These should be as inspirational as the
photography. They should also answer the
most common questions people might have.
5. Highlight the price and buy button
The buy button needs to be the most obvious
thing on the page, near the top, just below
the price. This is convention, so users are
used to it. Use a single sentence in small text
directly beneath the button that mentions a
key selling point such as free shipping.
6. Include delivery, returns and refund
information
It is essential to show this on the product
page. This can be summarised to save space
(but always include links to a comprehensive
information page).

7. Show availability
Show this as early as possible. For the
product pages, this means making it obvious
which variants are available. Otherwise, you
risk annoying customers who have to click
through several options before finding it is
out of stock.
8. Show scarcity
A stock threshold that shows a warning like
“only three remaining” is a great way to
encourage customers to buy. Showing the
cut-off for same-day dispatch or next-day
delivery also instils urgency.
9. Offer social proof
Unless you’re a household name, people are
going to need a bit of reassurance before
buying from you. The best way to do this
is with “social proof”. Some examples are
recent press, a big social following, a review
system such as Trustpilot, or customer
testimonials.
10. Show related products
There is a chance that this isn’t the right
item, in which case you need to ensure there
are other products to explore. Show related
products at the end of the product page,
either manually curating suggestions or
using automation based on previous buying
behaviour. There is much more information
available online at
sirius-hull.marketinginfohub.co.uk l
Sirius has its own business loan fund.
For more information, call 01482 890146,
email info@sirius-hull.co.uk or visit
sirius-hull.co.uk
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Raising money to give disadvantaged
children in Hull and the East Riding
the opportunities they deserve

Tickets £55
Table of 10 £500
The

20’s Roar Again

Charity Ball
20th
Friday May 7.00 pm
2022

DoubleTree by Hilton Hull

Includes 3 course meal, themed
entertainment and disco
Tickets on sale now.
Limited number of tables available
- Don’t miss it

heycu@hull.ac.uk
01482 466045

The 20’s WILL roar again
on the 20th May 2022!
HEY Children’s University will be “puttin’ on the ritz” as we bring you an evening full of
glitz, fantastic 1920’s entertainment and stories of how you have helped us to support
local children.
If you’ve been to one of our events before, you know that we like to bring you the WOW
factor and this event will be no exception. It’s been over 2 years in the making after all!
PLEASE SUPPORT US BY PURCHASING A TABLE. WE CAN’T WAIT TO SEE YOU THERE!
We are currently offering a headline sponsorship opportunity for one business.
If you are interested, please email rosanna.james@hull.ac.uk

Hull and East Yorkshire Children’s University is a that charity gives
experiences to disadvantaged children that they would otherwise
miss out on. We show children “what is out there” and allow them
to discover talents that they never knew they had and help them
to believe that they can achieve their dreams.
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RECOGNITION
Sam Hawcroft talks to Milly Rose, founder
of leading face-painting company Fantastic
Faces

I

first met Milly on the FEO 360 course last year. I knew from the engaging
way she spoke that she would be a great candidate for an entrepreneur feature
in BW – she definitely had a story to tell.
And what a story it turned out to be. She told me how she had battled
severe depression over many years, endured an abusive relationship, and
become a single mother to an autistic son, along the way to launching her own
award-winning face-painting business in 2016.
Milly, 29, had always had a passion for art, which was further fuelled by
a teacher who’d said she shouldn’t have picked the subject for GCSE as she
wasn’t good enough at it. “I thought, right – I’m going to prove you wrong,”
she says. “I had this fire in my belly. So I went to speak to another teacher and
asked what I needed to do to succeed.”
This teacher, Russ Martin, who would become a mentor to Milly throughout
her young life, supported her through the course – and she passed without
dropping a single mark. “I also asked him for help in my A-level art,” she adds.
“Because it’s all about the criteria. This has been one of the cruxes of my adult
working life, too: asking the questions, rather than thinking, oh god, I can’t do
it, because you can – you just need to know how.”
But during her A-levels, depression hit her “like a ton of bricks”.
“I’d never known anything like it before,” says Milly. “I couldn’t speak,
I couldn’t breathe. Every time I went into the sixth form I just felt this
overwhelming sadness.”
Her mother took her to a GP and she was prescribed medication, which
made things a little better for a time, but, as Milly says, once the black dog had
been unleashed, it was always hanging around in the background. She began
her art foundation studies, but six months in she was still struggling – so, on
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a whim, she decided to pack her bags and
head for London.
“I started a little vintage clothing stall
at Camden Market. I was only 18. But of
course, with zero experience in business,
working or independent living, it didn’t
work. I lasted about four months before my
mum had to pick me up. I was even more
poorly than I had been the year before, as
I’d almost gone into manic mode. Mum
took me to the doctor again, and he said, ‘I
think you might be bipolar.’ And as soon as
he said that, everything started to click into
place.”
However, Milly’s condition worsened and
she ended up in hospital for five weeks.
She was then discharged to her mother’s
house, which, aged 19, she felt was less
than ideal – so thought the “best thing to
do would be to get myself a boyfriend”.
She met a man online who was 17 years
her senior, and soon found herself trapped
in an abusive, controlling relationship. “I
was still on medication and not really seeing
everything as it was – and about six months
in I was hospitalised again as I was really,
really unwell,” Milly says.
After another spell in hospital there came
another bombshell – she was six months
pregnant. Milly finally managed to flee from
her partner and began a new phase of life
on her own, aged 21, with a baby son.

Milly took a job at Chequers micropub in
Beverley and juggled this around days off
caring for her son, paying for nursery when
she had to work, and using food banks to
make ends meet. But she knew she wanted
more than just to exist.
“I had a lot of trauma to process. I’d
had a lot of hurt and pain, and I was not
confident at all. It was almost like I was this
tiny little version of who I am now. I could
see that there was something more, but I
didn’t know what – and so I thought, right,
what did I like to do before? I knew that I
loved drawing and painting.”
So Milly bought herself a cheap set of
paints and a canvas. “I knew that if I bought
them, I wouldn’t be able to afford treats for
that week! But I was like, do you know what
– I want this. It was an April morning, and
the sun was shining through the window
and my son was in his little highchair. I
painted a picture of me and him, and I
popped it on social media – and it got such
a good response, with people saying, ‘Can
you do me one?’ I realised that I did love to
paint, I was good at it – what if I could do it
as a business?”
Then someone asked whether she could
do face painting at a fire brigade open
day. She borrowed a set of paints from
a friend, went along and had a go. She
admits her first attempts weren’t all that

great – but was taken aback by the “instant
gratification”. Her art was right there, on
a smiling child’s face; she didn’t have to
wait weeks for it to be seen in a gallery.
It was a true lightbulb moment – and she
immediately set about researching the art
of face painting, learning as much as she
possibly could. A whole world of creativity
opened up before her as she discovered a
global online community of face painters.
In 2017 she signed up for the Prince’s
Trust Enterprise programme, a scheme for
people under 30 who want to start their
own businesses. Course leader Gren Clark
proved to be “so supportive, and a massive
cheerleader, and he still is now” – and a
modest grant funding injection of £150
allowed Milly to buy the equipment she
needed to get going.
Then, in 2018, she discovered the
FEO Ignition programme. “That was
phenomenal,” says Milly. “It was a sevenweek course that was free to access, and
took you through running a business – but
to the next level. I just loved everything
about it – the dynamic of it, and that
business owners ran it and invested back
into the people attending. FEO chief
executive Jan Brumby was so welcoming and
enthusiastic about building business in the
region, too.”
It was to change Milly’s life in more ways

bw-magazine.co.uk
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than one. She was invited to make a short
film about what she expected to gain from
the course. “I sat down to do this video and,
well, the guy behind the camera was the
most beautiful guy I had ever seen in my
entire life. I ended up asking him for a drink
– and the rest is history…”
The cameraman in question was Brendan
Storch, of Hull-based INIT Creative, who
proved to be a “rock” for Milly as she
developed her business, and they now
make a great professional team, too,
with his company providing the in-house
videography and marketing for Fantastic
Faces.
In 2019, Milly was named the Prince’s
Trust’s entrepreneur of the year, with the
nomination and support from her mentor
Mike Doyle, and then she joined FEO and
became part of its NxGen group, delivering
talks in local schools. Now, she helps
facilitate the FEO Ignition course that set
her on the road to business, and she is also
training to become a mentor for the Prince’s
Trust. “I am passionate about helping people
start their own business and have a belief
that, no matter where you come from, you
can make a success with the right attitude,”
she says.
Fantastic Faces went from strength to
strength, and Milly won large-scale contracts
with organisations including St Stephen’s
shopping centre and both Hull and East
Riding councils. With a packed diary
ahead, 2020 was set to be Milly’s best year
yet. Then, of course, came Covid, which
plunged her into another depression. “I
was absolutely devastated,” she says. “I’d
worked so hard.”
But the online community was to be her
saviour, as she’d got to know a network
of face painters through a convention just
before Covid hit. She won the UK Face
and Body Art competition with a beautiful
self-painting and gained recognition in the
industry. It helped her develop business
coaching as another string to her bow –
and during lockdown she also launched a
business selling vintage clothing on eBay,
which brought in vital income while she was
unable to paint people’s faces (which is a tad
difficult with social distancing).
You often see face painters at village
fetes up and down the country. What makes
Milly’s business different – and scalable?
“We make sure that each person that’s
in the chair feels like they are the most
important person in the world,” she says.

“We take pride in our quick, beautiful
designs, and do lots of training in downtime.
We buy the best paints in the industry,
run training courses – and we’re now a
face painting supplier, too. We work with
wedding venues, businesses – including
corporate family fun days – private family
events, community youth engagement… we
cover all sorts.”
It’s not just the painting, either – it’s the
little extras that all add up to make a great
experience. “I think, how can we make the
event special? How can we inspire people?
If it’s a birthday we’ll bring the birthday child
a present, we aim to delight at our high-end
party packages… and if there’s time at the
end we will paint balloons, for example,
making sure that each design is different.”
All of Milly’s painters have a background
in the arts, so quality is assured. “They’re
DBS-checked as well, and they really do go
above and beyond,” she adds. “The only
way I knew I could expand was to bottle the
energy that I have – that every single person
is made to feel special – and make sure they
have this too. I’ve got a really wonderful
set of people who work for me – they’re
creative, brilliant, and committed as well. I

aim to inspire them, and think – what would
I like from a boss?”
This Milly has achieved with great success,
as her team is now eight-strong. They have
just moved into a new studio in the K3
building in Clough Road, Hull, where she’ll
be running workshops and hosting parties.
“People can come in, learn, and buy the
paints they want to use to do it themselves.
Or have a special intimate party, painting
canvases and making memories.”
Two more accolades have since followed
– last year Milly was named winner of the
National Market Traders Federation Young
Traders Award for the Hull region, as well
as Young Entrepreneur of the Year in the
HullLive Business Awards.
Just before I bid Milly farewell in our Zoom
call, I can’t resist one final question. How
many people mention Peter Kay’s Phoenix
Nights, and the bloke who went around
looking like a tiger for months because the
face-painter used permanent paints?
“Everyone!” she laughs. You can be
reassured that all of Fantastic Faces’
products are cruelty-free and vegan-friendly
– and the paint will come off… when
you want it to. l
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Scale-up your business with
The One Point Cloud VoIP

01482 420150
Email help@theonepoint.co.uk
Visit www.theonepoint.co.uk

Cloud VoIP with
Teams and WebEx
gives you the
power to create a
scalable, flexible
communications
solution that can
grow as your
business needs
change

How can entrepreneurs stay connected to
their business while on the go?
It can be challenging to stay in touch with
your businesses when you’re constantly going
back and forth from meetings, appointments,
or other engagements.
The One Point cloud VoIP lets entrepreneurs
take their business numbers with them
anywhere in the world. It’s like having your
desk phone with you whenever you are on
the go - so you’ll never miss an important call
again! It is a simple solution that will allow
entrepreneurs to focus on their busy lives
while knowing that they have their business
at their fingertips.
At The One Point, we’re able to offer an
affordable and high-quality service. With over
15 years of experience in IT and telecoms,
we can help you build a system to suit your
exact needs. All our cloud VoIP comes with
customer support that can be available 24/7,
so you can always feel confident that The One
Point will be there for you when you need us
most!
If all this sounds like something you want
to learn more about, please reach out today.
Just call 01482 420150 for a friendly chat
with our expert team.
Your work will never be the same when
you have the freedom to work anywhere.
Here are 6 ways that your business could
benefit from a cloud VoIP system from The
One Point;
1. Communicate and collaborate faster
The One Point integrates VoIP technologies
with Microsoft Teams and Cisco WebEx so
that you can communicate and collaborate on
business projects faster.

2. Custom VoIP solutions
Improve customer experience with features
like call recording, audio conferencing, and
more.
3. Secure connections – Keep your
business secure
Advanced Security protects your business
communications to ISO 27001 and Cyber
Essentials Plus standards.
4. Optimise your staffing and never
miss a call
Our centralised reporting suite will let you
know when your business is at its busiest. This
allows you to call back customers whose calls
were missed or abandoned, enabling you to
be proactive in calling back your customers.
5. Save the planet
With our high-quality video calls, it’s like
you’re in the room. Save time, save money,
save travel, and save the planet.
6. One purchase to last forever
Our telephone systems come with a
lifetime guarantee, meaning you buy once
and never have to buy again.
What’s more, we can probably save you
money on your phone bill too!
We’ll also give your company extra
protection by assigning you a dedicated
account manager. They will work with you to
an ISO27001 standard creating a customised
plan that fits your needs perfectly.
We aren’t just brilliant at telecom, speak to
us about our excellent IT Support.
With our cloud solutions, nothing can hold
you back!
Contact us today and get started on
transforming your business. Call our team of
experts on 01482 420150. l
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Pure Renewables is on a mission to make it easy for gas fitters to enter an
exciting new market. Founder Chris Whitelock talks to Sam Hawcroft

F

ormer environment secretary David Miliband might not
know this, but he’s indirectly responsible for the launch of
Hull-based Pure Renewables 15 years ago.
Chris Whitelock had just returned from a trip to the US
in 2006, and, still feeling a bit jetlagged, was up watching
the news channels in the early hours. He heard Miliband
saying that the UK would face an energy crisis over the
next decade. “Literally a shiver went down my spine when
he said that, and I just thought, I want to do something
about this,” says Chris. “I want to be part of this, and
hopefully the solution to it. So I began scribbling down a
business plan on a side of A4.”

He’d initially thought about going into wind power, but
soon realised that would be a non-starter due to issues
around planning permission and the fact the industry
would be largely offshore. He began to look at other
renewable technologies and came across ground-source
and air-source heat pumps, which he admits he’d never
really heard of before – but, then, neither had most
other people back then. “I thought they sounded really
interesting,” says Chris. “And then I got in touch with a
company in Sheffield who were distributing them, and they
were falling over themselves to have people sell the pumps
for them.”

bw-magazine.co.uk
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Chris, who was born in Zimbabwe and
came to the UK at the age of 10, had
no previous knowledge or experience in
renewables – in fact, his background was
in the music industry. He had been working
for a niche gospel music label, reporting
to a manager who was working from
home in Hull. Chris was asked to move up
from London to Hull to help develop the
international side of the label, and that’s
how he ended up in the city. “But in 2006,”
he says, “I just had a sense that I wanted
to do something of my own, and grow and
develop my own business. And I had done
a geography degree, and one of the major
modules was around the environmental
aspects of sustainability. So it kind of came
together.”
Despite his lack of experience, the
principles of business remained the same.
“The key thing I learnt during my time in
the music industry was to surround yourself
with people who have more experience
than you, and know better than you about
that product or industry,” says Chris. With
the support of the Sheffield firm he was
able to design heat pump systems for a
number of its customers, and he gradually
got to know some of the engineers who
were doing the installs. Some of these were
subcontractors whom Chris eventually
started to employ directly.
But it didn’t happen overnight, of course.
He fully expected his boss at the music
label to say it was a “crazy idea” – but
he actually said, “I think there could be
something in this, but you need to keep a
roof over your head and feed your family –
so carry on with the day job and pursue this
idea on weekends and evenings to see if it
gains any traction.” So that’s what Chris did
– and it did gain some traction. He spent
about two-and-a-half days a week on his
renewables company, and within a couple
of years ended up doing it full time.
By now, Chris had made Hull his home,
with two sons in full-time education in the
city, so there was no question about where
the business would be based. But Hull had
other things going for it, too. “I don’t know
a city that’s quite so well-networked and
supported, from a business point of view,
than Hull is. I joined For Entrepreneurs Only,
and I still don’t think there’s a similar group
anywhere else in the country. The support
and mentoring that I got through that was
really, really good. And labour and property
costs are more reasonable, so I think from a

cost base, Hull is a really good place to start
a business.”
The business was entirely self-funded,
with an initial £10,000 “squirted in” by
Chris and a previous director, and he admits
that for the first seven or eight years it was
very “hand to mouth”. “Every month we’d
add up the income and expenditure and
most times we were on the right side, but
sometimes we weren’t, and that was tricky.
We were flying by the seat of our pants for
a while, to be perfectly honest. But what’s
happened in the past five years, of course,
is that the whole focus on the environment
and renewable energy has become a lot
more mainstream, so that’s been great for
us. And now we’re positioned very, very
well for strong growth.”
The company has expanded to a team
of nearly 30, and is now looking to tap
into the huge network of “one-man-band”
gas fitters around the country with its new
Heat Pumps to Go solution. With the drive
towards decarbonisation and the gradual
phasing-out of new gas boilers over the
next few decades, more and more plumbers
and gas fitters are looking to enter the heat
pump market. Indeed, a report from the

Social Market Foundation in February said
Britain needed to recruit and train an “army
of plumbers” to achieve the goal of netzero by 2050.
“However,” says Chris, “they have to
jump through quite a few hoops in terms
of accreditation – which we already have –
and we’ve also got the experience and the
design knowledge. So what we’re looking
to do with Heat Pumps to Go is say to Joe
Bloggs the plumber, ‘Come to us – give
us the details of the property you want to
install the heat pump into, and we’ll do
the design for you, and we will also cost
everything for you, including the design,
which is fully indemnified, and you go
and install it and you charge the customer
whatever you want to charge them.’ And
then we do the commissioning as well.”
The idea is to take all the risk out of
the process for SME heating engineers,
adds Chris – and it also means that their
customers can access the Government’s
boiler upgrade scheme, which will offer up
to £5,000 towards the cost of an upgrade
from April this year.
While Chris and his team are constantly
keeping across the increasing competition
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and the inevitable changes in retail prices,
he says Pure Renewables’ customers
prize integrity, quality and trust over cost
– which isn’t surprising, given the fact
that the market tends to be among the
higher-earning AB demographic. But if
the Government is serious about saving
the planet, it needs to make renewable
technology affordable to lower-earners, too,
surely?
“The upgrade scheme is designed to
incentivise the uptake of heat pumps,”
says Chris. “The cost of putting one in the
average home would be between £10,000£12,000. With £5,000 off that, that does
still sound costly, I understand that – but
a heat pump has double the lifespan of a
boiler. So if you’re spending £3,000 on a
new boiler, you’ll have to do that again in
about 10 or 12 years’ time – whereas you
can spend, say, £5,000-£7,000 on a heat
pump and you won’t have to replace it for
20-25 years. The long-life cost is actually
cheaper and it’ll be more efficient to run
– and there are also preferential electricity
tariffs for heat pump owners.” As gas and
oil prices spiral ever higher, this makes

heat pumps look an increasingly attractive
prospect.
A recent restructuring of the business has
seen the trading name of Pure Renewables
become Pure Renewables Ltd (the original
company was actually called Pure Solar
Ltd), with the separate commercial arm,
Pure Renewables Commercial Ltd, being
set up last year. The latter is well placed to
cater to the new-build market, as by 2025
developers will not be allowed to put gas
mains into new properties, and by 2035,
existing gas boilers will have to be replaced
by renewable sources – and heat pumps are
really the only viable alternative, says Chris.
“There’s a lot of talk about hydrogen,” he
says, “but, quite frankly, that’s way off –
and it might not even be viable, certainly
not for the foreseeable future.”
Educating people about the technology
has been one of Chris’s greatest challenges,
especially in the first decade of running
the business. “For a long time there was
this mantra going around that heat pumps
didn’t work in existing buildings. Well, that’s
absolute rubbish – they work very well.”
A July 2021 report by the Energy Saving

Trust, “Setting the record straight on heat
pumps”, backs this up, busting numerous
other myths including claims that they
require more maintenance than boilers and
take up too much space.
But it’s not just heat pumps that Pure
Renewables specialises in now – it’s also
an expert in solar panel installations,
underfloor heating and MVHR (mechanical
ventilation with heat recovery) systems,
for domestic and commercial customers.
They’ve won numerous awards in the past
few years, including Best Small Business in
the Humber Renewables Awards – twice –
and the East Riding of Yorkshire Chairman’s
Business Award.
Chris suggests that it wasn’t just David
Miliband who paved the way for his new
career in renewable energy – there was
perhaps a bit of “divine intervention”, too.
“I’m a man of faith, and I feel that I was
almost mandated to do this,” he laughs.
“I mean, what caused me to focus on the
heat pump side of things all those years ago
when nobody really knew what one was…?
But now is absolutely the time and moment
to be in this market. It’s very exciting.” l
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WOMEN IN BUSINESS

Women
in Business
You might think that International
Women’s Day is a recent invention – but in
fact it dates to the early 20th century. The
earliest such observance is thought to be in
February 1909, in New York City, organised
by the Socialist Party of America – and
the following year, an international day
was proposed at an International Socialist
Women’s Conference in Denmark that
was attended by 100 delegates from 17
countries. The year after that, on March
19, 1911, the first International Women’s
Day was observed by more than a million
people across Austria, Denmark, Germany
and Switzerland.
This was, of course, around the time
when women around the world were
campaigning for their right to vote, and
it wouldn’t be until seven years later that
those in the UK were granted limited rights

– in 1918, only women over 30 could vote,
and universal suffrage came a full decade
later.
The date of March 8 for IWD was settled
upon in 1914 and it later became an official
holiday in the Soviet Union, being mainly
marked by communist states until it was
adopted by feminists in the late 1960s.
The United Nations began to celebrate
IWD in 1975, and it has since been marked
annually by the UN and many countries
around the world.
The campaign theme for IWD 2022
is #BreakTheBias – urging people to
call out gender bias, discrimination and
stereotyping when they see it. People are
also being encouraged to “strike the IWD
2022 pose” – arms crossed in an X gesture
– and share images on social media to get
the message across. One of IWD’s various

mission statements is “to forge inclusive
work cultures where women’s careers thrive
and their achievements are celebrated,”
and there is a wealth of resources on the
internationalwomensday.com website.
Women are doing great things in the Hull
and the Humber region, too; the Women in
Business group was founded more than 25
years ago and its Women of Achievement
Awards is a hugely popular event in the
local business calendar. It’s due to return
this November after a Covid-enforced
break, and an official launch event will take
place in April to announce further details,
including a high-profile guest speaker,
compere, judging panel and sponsors.
To mark IWD 2022, in this issue of BW
we’re celebrating just some of the many
inspiring women doing business in our
region.
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Rose James
Women
in Business

This month, Rose James is stepping into
the new role of Director of Development
at Hull and East Yorkshire Children’s
University (HEY CU). The charity has grown
significantly in recent years and some of this
growth has been able to happen because of
the ongoing support from the local business
community that Rose has developed
relationships with. Rose will be heading up
business development and fundraising at
the HEY CU, which aims to “create dreams”
for disadvantaged children in Hull by
providing experiences that they otherwise
wouldn’t have.
Moving into the charity sector was quite
a big change in career for Rose, who was
previously a primary school teacher.

Director of Development at
Hull and East Yorkshire (HEY)
Children’s University

“When I started at HEY CU it was a tiny
charity with just 4 members of staff, and it
wasn’t very well known. Seeing the charity
grow so much in the past 9 years has been
incredible and I feel like I have grown with
the charity too.
I’m really excited to be taking on the
Director of Development role as HEY CU
moves into a new phase. I will be building
a fundraising team that will raise funds
to reach even more children and will
be working closely with our partners to
find new and exciting ways that we can
collaborate and create partnerships with a
real impact.”
HEY CU offers businesses the
opportunity to become official partners of
the charity, with their sponsorship money
being used to give more disadvantaged
children experiences that they otherwise

Natasha Barley
Women
in Business

CEO at Hull and East Yorkshire
(HEY) Children’s University

Natasha Barley was appointed CEO of Hull &
East Yorkshire Children’s University (HEY CU)
in 2015 taking the reins from the charity’s
founder, John Buttrick, after a short period
as Deputy Director. Prior to working for HEY
CU Natasha was a Primary Development
Officer for the Humber Education Business
Partnership. HEY CU is a charity that
changes the future of disadvantaged
children & children living in the care system
by working with businesses, philanthropists,
foundations & trusts. Natasha says “Inspiring
children to reach their full potential is the
goal. We do this by providing children with
educational experiences that raise their
aspirations. I feel very privileged to lead an
amazing team that put positive outcomes
for children at the heart of everything they
do. We’ve grown quickly since I joined the
charity. We supported 1800 children a year

then and are now supporting almost 8000
children a year.”
What is leading a charity like?
“As a small, grass-roots charity the
most important thing for success is
our relationships with partners and the
community which allows us to achieve our
aims and objectives. We have a strategy
and KPI’s linked to that that drive the
growth of the charity. Having a brilliant
team of committed people behind you
makes all the difference. I’m passionate
about empowering my team to work
independently and collaboratively. I trust
them to do their best. Also, making sure
your team is healthy and happy is really
important. I have worked hard to create a
positive work culture that enables our team
to reach their potential and grow with the
charity.”

would never have. Rose has created
packages for the charity’s partners which
include a designated experience for each
partner to sponsor.
“The children receive “travel tickets”
with the partner logo on them, telling them
that they are going on the trip because of
the company’s support. The children also
wear badges with the company’s logo
and take a little branded teddy with them
for lots of photo opportunities on the
trip. It’s something that our partners can
really engage with and they see the exact
difference that their support has made.
They can even send their staff on the trip to
see the impact first hand”
Rose encourages businesses to get in
touch if they are interested in partnering
with the charity:
rosanna.james@hull.ac.uk

What about professional development?
“I’ve been lucky to have some amazing
development opportunities and these
have been instrumental in my growth and
success. I am a 2017 Common Purpose
Humber Leaders graduate and 2019 CLORE
Emerging Leaders graduate both of these
programmes had a big impact on me and
enabled me to become a better leader.”
What advice would you give to
new leaders?
“Find an amazing business
mentor. Someone that you
look up to and that can
give you the time and
guidance to help
you thrive.”
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Amy Pittock
Women
in Business

Director,
Reality Solutions

In 2009 Amy, had just come out of college
and was working part-time as a waitress.
This all seemed to be working fine.
However, her father, perhaps wanting a
quieter home life, had other ideas.
Amy says: “I was quite happy continuing
my part-time job as a waitress, but the
powers that be (my dad!) started pestering
me to get a full-time job!”
So, she went about looking
for apprenticeships, and business
administration seemed to be the way to go.
Within the space of about four days, she’d
had an interview, got the job and started
the following day.
That job was with Reality Solutions. After
a year as a business admin apprentice, she
moved on to the Sage team as a support
technician.

This was the start of
a journey that would take
her through the ranks of the
company, eventually becoming Sage
project manager in 2015 and then in
2018, company director.
Despite working full-time for Reality
Solutions, opportunities for further
education arose. Over the years she
gained several qualifications including
accounting AAT level 2 and 3 and she
recently completed a degree in business and
management, achieving first class honours.
It’s been an eventful 13 years, and Amy
is very proud of the teams she’s been a part
of and helped build. She says the success
of the company is partly down to the wide
range of skills and expertise they possess,
but “the customer service we provide to our

Christina Colmer McHugh
Women
in Business

Co-founder and Director,
Moodbeam
Christina Colmer McHugh, co-founder
and director of Moodbeam, the company
helping businesses champion employee
happiness through tech, shares her top
five pieces of advice for other female
entrepreneurs.
1. “Look to see who is innovating and
supporting in your space. Reach out
to me and my community on
LinkedIn, and other female
support networks, and start
conversations through your
local start up hub. Ours at
C4DI is partnered with Barclays
Eagle Labs who have hubs all
across the UK - connect and begin to
build your tribe.”
2. “Visualise a world without your idea,
business or campaign - if it’s unique in
its approach and only you can achieve its

clients is the heartbeat of the business”.
When she’s not at work, Amy is a season
pass holder for Hull FC. The MKM stadium
probably provides a slightly different
atmosphere from the Reality Solutions
office…

potential, don’t stop for anything.”
3. “Believe in yourself - it’s great being
surrounded by likeminded individuals but
it’s you have to live with. Don’t rush in, but
instead listen and sleep on what’s been
seen as a great opportunity.”
4. “Don’t compromise on the original
intention. It’s great to pivot, remain agile
and innovate but don’t lose sight of
what your bigger picture looks like. The
lure of funding and excited investors
or collaborators is fantastic and a huge
compliment, but you need to be confident
in what it will bring, whatever form it
eventually takes.”
5. “Do a lot of listening. The world has
enough nodding dogs and ‘yes’ people but
to really create some magic you need to
throw your ideas into the pot and let it be
challenged and questioned by people who
don’t necessarily think the same way you
do. That’s the only way it will ever please
the end user, because they’re all different
too. And don’t be afraid to change things,
don’t get hung up on the original look and
feel - that was your baby, but it needs to
grow.”
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Polly Sowden
Women
in Business

#BreakTheBias
Director and Partner,
SOWDEN & SOWDEN

BREAKING THE BIAS IN BUSINESS
Some might say Polly Sowden is the
‘better half’ of the Sowden & Sowden
father-daughter marketing duo... having
worked at the independently owned,
award-winning digital marketing agency
for nearly 25 years!
After Sowdens set up in ‘82, Polly
began her career as a child model in the
mid-’80s as the face of a local government
lobbying campaign with her brother Jack.
In a bid to block planning permission for a
radioactive dump on the south bank of the
Humber, over 100,000 pieces of direct mail
were filled out and sent to the House of
Commons. The highly successful campaign
led by Sowden & Sowden, on behalf of
Humberside County Council, put Hull on
the map and the radioactive waste dump
in the bin. And so, it all began.
In the late ’80s, Polly progressed to
the leisure sector and worked on many
modelling contracts for the caravan
industry with a starting salary of £5 per
day (and a bonus curd pie and a carton

of Ribena from Skeltons - if
her boss was feeling
particularly generous).
Polly grew up in
the industry and
at the age of
16 cut her teeth
manually pulling
1000’s of press cuttings
for the PR and media
department.
Working her way up over the
past 3 decades, Polly’s experienced
the highs and lows of business and is
no stranger to gender bias and inequality
in the world of work. Breaking that bias,
Polly now leads a team of 20 people,
forging inclusive cultures and developing
opportunities for her female and male
colleagues alike.
As a mum of two small boys, she is well
aware of the obstacles that come with
running a business as well as a household,
driving her passion to challenge the
exclusion and
marginalisation
of women in the
workplace and
broader society.
“It can be
challenging
for women
to establish
themselves
in business,
often juggling
households,
relationships,
workloads – so
I’m really proud
of the culture
we have built
at Sowdens,
allowing all of

our team to thrive in a supportive and
flexible environment. In keeping with this
year’s International Women’s Day theme,
celebrating women and their achievements
is in our culture, it comes naturally to us.”
“This year is really special to Sowdens
and our incredible team as 2022 marks our
40th year in business. Throughout the year
we’ll be having numerous celebrations and
finally opening our stunning new office
space for the world to see. We have a
lot of exciting national and international
marketing projects in the pipeline, putting
us in a strong position for the next 40 years
and beyond.”
As Sowdens celebrates its 40th year in
business, Polly looks to build on the legacy
her dad created.
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Sam Hawcroft is inspired by life coach Heidi Dodson’s innovative
approach to well-being

I

think I need your services…” was my first comment
as I began a Zoom chat with Heidi.
I would say she’d have her work cut out, given the
appalling state of my cluttered office, compared with
her minimalist surroundings, which exuded a zen-like
calm – but then, as I was about to discover, she’s made
of strong stuff, so she could more than likely knock my
chaotic work-life balance into shape.
You might think that to be a life coach, you’d need
to live a bit of a life first… and in Heidi’s case, you’d
be right. After showing a natural aptitude for maths
at school, she embarked on what would be a 27-year
career in finance. At the age of just 19, she became a
supervisor in a bank, and by 22 she’d been promoted
and was in charge of 10 people.

But then she became pregnant, and lost her
supervisor grade by going part-time – she ended up
right back where she’d started, as a cashier. “Then
I started to say, do you know what? I want to do
something else,” says Heidi. “Money was tight, I was
only young, and I’d just got my first house with my
partner. I spotted an ad for fitness instructor training.
The course cost £500, which back then – I’m 51 now,
so that’s nearly 30 years ago – was a lot of money.
My mum gave me the money to do the course, and I
actually qualified – I never thought I would. I got 95%
in my theory. I thought I’d got somebody else’s paper!”
She took a job at Albert Avenue baths, teaching six
fitness classes a week alongside her job at the bank,
and by now had two young boys. Then she split from
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her partner and, two months later, she met
her future husband. She initially thought
he was “wonderful”… but the marriage
turned out to be a “huge mistake”. The
signs had been there when she discovered
she was pregnant with her third child just
five days before their wedding – but she
went ahead with it and then found herself
trapped in a domestic abuse relationship,
the details of which are too traumatic to
publish here, and which bring her almost to
tears as she relates the story.
“So then I find myself going through a
domestic abuse divorce, I’ve got two jobs,
and three children… and I’m thinking –
what is wrong with me?” says Heidi. She
had to buy her children’s clothing from
charity shops, but this inspired her to set
up a business on eBay to help keep the
wolves from the door. Now she had three
jobs. It took a toll on her physical health,
too, as she became ill, first with tonsillitis,
then with laryngitis, and it developed into
pneumonia. Her voice cracks again as she
says, “I had to dial 999 in the middle of the
night – I thought my children were going to
find me dead. And this is really where my

story begins, as I realised I’d put everybody
before me – so I went for counselling.”
This was to unearth a childhood trauma
that Heidi had not come to terms with, and
the sessions also helped her change her
diet and set her on the road to recovery.
However, there came another blow when
one of her best friends’ sons – who had
been like a nephew to her – was killed.
In the trauma, she had disregarded an
important email from eBay and she ended
up losing her online business. It was a
turning point that made her determined
to do something with her life to “make a
difference”.
To make ends meet, she went back into
finance, working at Investment Hub NEL,
a funding hub for businesses in North
East Lincolnshire, and began going to
networking events for the first time in her
life. One of them featured a presentation
by leading life coach John Borland. “I
thought – that’s what I want to do!” says
Heidi. The only stumbling block was the
cost of his course – £3,000. “I didn’t have
that sort of money, but he said I could pay
monthly. I was paying £250 a month for

my daughter’s dance class – so I decided to
invest in myself, too, for once.”
Heidi was one of just two people on
the course to qualify, and she soon found
work as a counsellor – but for someone
else. And she didn’t feel as though she was
being used to the best of her abilities. “I
thought, this is holding me back, because
I have to work to their model. My boss
was a counsellor, but I was a life coach
and a fitness instructor and all these other
things, and I felt like I didn’t quite fit
into counselling. What I was doing was
different.”
What eventually gave Heidi the strength
to strike out on her own was one particular
client who was a company director. A year
after she’d first seen him, he returned
and told her that her session had been so
effective that it had set him up for a whole
12 months. “I was amazed!” says Heidi.
“Then I said – I think you need me in your
business. He said – when can you come in?
So I started coaching in that business. I told
my clients I was leaving, and even though
I wasn’t supposed to take clients with me,
they said, ‘We want to come with you –
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“My boss was a counsellor, but I was a life coach and a fitness instructor and all these other things,
and I felt like I didn’t quite fit into counselling. What I was doing was different.”

we’ll just say we’re called Mickey Mouse or
something!’”
And then Covid hit – and Heidi found
herself coaching people from home. But
she used social media and live-streaming
to their full advantage, writing health and
well-being courses for businesses as well
as producing daily motivational videos. “At
the beginning of lockdown, I knew people
would struggle. I’d never used social media
before, but I started doing videos, just
giving a tip of the day. Then I realised this
was going to last more than two weeks! So
I carried on, and I think I did 68 days, nonstop. People started messaging me, saying
I’d kept them going through lockdown.
I spoke to some who were in very dark
places, gave free sessions, and it just grew
from there.”
Heidi now runs health and well-being
courses for businesses, one-to-one sessions
for individuals, couples and family sessions
– her youngest client is just eight years
old – as well as fitness classes. Her USP
is, simply, “Healthier, happier people.”
She uses a holistic approach to therapy
combining counselling/life coaching
and all her other qualifications ¬– in
fitness, relationship therapy, cognitive
behaviour therapy (CBT), neuro-linguistic
programming (NLP) and child and
adolescent counselling – to help get the
best outcomes.
She is passionate about removing the
stigma around seeking help with mental
health, and stresses that, of course, a life
coach needs life coaching too. She wears
her heart on her sleeve unashamedly, and
isn’t afraid to hold back her emotions –
this way, she encourages others to do
the same. “On my health and well-being
courses, I show my vulnerability. But on my
business coaching courses, people see a
different side to me again.”
One in four people suffers from mental
health problems, and, as Heidi points out,
sickness days lost to mental illness cost
the economy £46 billion a year – which
works out at £1,700 per employee. Set that
against six sessions with Heidi for £500 and
that looks like a good investment for any
business.

Self-care is another big thing for Heidi.
While she’s an incredibly busy woman – in
her spare time she’s a highly skilled Latin
and ballroom dancer, performing in the
National League and teaching veterans
how to dance – she makes sure she gets
up at 6am every morning, stops using tech
devices and TV two hours before bedtime
(10pm), and has a daily 15-25-minute

power nap. “I prioritise sleep, nutrition and
do core exercises – I want to get across the
fact that self-care is not selfish,” she says.
Back to my messy office. Heidi has a
great tip for tackling that, which would also
apply to life in general. “Take little steps.
Just start by sorting one drawer. Don’t run
a marathon… just put your trainers on.”
Now that, I like the sound of… l
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Train 4 Academy turns to
Cobus for VoIP upgrade
Established Since 1991
Contact our dedicated and awardwinning team today on
01482 225666
or visit cobus.co.uk

VoIP (Voice over
Internet Protocol) is
changing the way
many businesses
use their telephone
services and is now
highly recognized
for the additional
benefits it offers

Delivering real cost savings, flexible options,
ease of installation, and instant scalability, the
service is quickly becoming the norm as the
traditional ISDN Network providers [KCOM/
BT/Others] are already working towards an
accelerated and planned phase-out by 2025.
For thousands of businesses, this will mean
an upgrade or replacement of their current
telephone systems. One such business is
online training provider, Train 4 Academy.
MD, Alec Lyne explains why he chose
to upgrade to VoIP and why they are
continuing using Cobus for all their telephony
requirements.
What problem were you trying to solve?
As we were using ISDN Lines, we didn’t have
the ability to provide desk phones at home.
During the pandemic we have adopted
a flexible working policy so now when a
member of the team wants to work from
home for a period of time, they are still able
to receive and make calls as fluidly as they can
while at the office.
Other problems were the rising cost of
ISDN telephone lines moving forward along
with the current system being tied to a single
physical location.
What made Cobus’s product/ service stand
out from other options?
We have worked with Cobus for over 10
years but while looking at VoIP options we
did benchmark against two other providers in
terms of cost, system functionality and how
helpful and informative the points of contact
were at each provider.
Cobus were the most competitive on
the cost side while also providing the best
customer service in terms of answering
queries, advising on different kinds of
options, and explaining the system and how
it can be tailored for us. They spent the time
to understand our needs and doing the
groundwork before advising on what system
to select.
What’s the main reason you would
recommend Cobus’s service?
The support provided from everyone we have
dealt with at Cobus has been excellent and
far exceeds the majority of companies we
have dealt with. From the initial meeting with

our Account Manager to discuss the range
of options, followed by the site visit by the
Engineer to install the new system along with
the aftercare from the Customer Support team
– our experience of working with Cobus and
their team has been extremely positive.
Cobus Operations Director, Emma Waudby
said “it was a pleasure to work with Alec and
the team to understand their requirements
and to recommend the best solution that
matched their needs. We pride ourselves on
our high-level of customer service so to receive
such positive feedback is fantastic and shows
what an exceptional team we have.”
Cobus has been established for more than
30 years, we are experts, and we are here to
make the move as seamless as possible.
If you would like to understand how
much you could be saving or discuss the
impending switch-off, then please contact
us on 01482 225666 or email:
sales@cobus.co.uk
Train4Academy provide an online training
platform for organisations looking to train
their staff and track their compliance levels.
With a growing Library of over 100 different
Interactive Training Courses spread across
subjects such as Food Safety & Hygiene,
Health & Safety, Business Compliance and Soft
Skills, Train4Academy have so far delivered
over half a million courses to companies of all
shapes and sizes. l
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R&D Tax Claims are not as
taxing as they sound
01424 225345
info@coodentaxconsulting.co.uk
www.coodentaxconsulting.co.uk

Make your business
more financially
sustainable in 2022
by talking to an
expert about an R&D
Tax Credits Claim

At Cooden – R&D Tax Specialists, we were in
celebratory mood as 2021 drew to a close.
On 16 December our clients’ Research and
Development tax savings topped £5m in a
calendar year for the first time.
2021 has been a year of steady growth
with a number of new significant businesses
becoming clients. We’ve even taken on a Blue
Chip Cyber Security business. Our goal was to
obtain 4 new clients who would have claims
of over £75k, in the end we took on 6.
What have you been doing since Covid hit
to sustain, redirect, improve your business?
Have you been doing something that
someone outside your business might describe
as challenging but for you it’s just solving
problems, overcoming technical issues with
a new product or update, engineering out a
design flaw in an established product, looked
to fundamentally redesign the manufacturing
process so that you generate less waste.
The default answer, when we talk to
businesses that have never claimed R&D Tax
Credits, tends to be “It’s not research and
development, it’s just what we do! We’ve
never filed an R&D Tax Relief Claim, because
we don’t think that we are performing
any R&D and no one has really told us any
different and challenged our way of thinking.”
Take some time and ask yourself: Could
anyone else have done this without spending
time and effort doing it? Would someone
like to steal it or copy it? Would someone
have paid us money to do it for them? Have
we suffered a scientific or technological
failure that prevented us from completing the
project?
If you answered yes to any of these
questions, you’ve probably been doing some
R&D and it might be worth getting in touch,
just like all of our new clients who have
discovered that claiming for R&D Tax Relief
wasn’t quite so taxing as they thought and
ultimately for many was very rewarding.
It would appear as though our stress-free
service offering has gone down very well with
our customers. It consists of:
• a no-obligation discovery session to
determine your eligibility prior to starting the
claim;
• a low-hassle data collection process for

both the financial element and the technical
element of claims; and
• the use of our client account to receive
funds and for visibility to chase HMRC when
they haven’t been forthcoming.
So, there really are few reasons left for you
not to at least have an initial discussion with
our Director, Simon Bulteel, but just in case
you have any others:
• If you are worried that it might not be worth
it, our average claim value was just under
£75,000
• If you are worried that we can’t handle large
claims, our largest claim was for just under
£700,000 for a scaling up Cyber-Security
business and our next largest claim was over
£575,000 for a technology company delivering
banking solutions for Instant Payments
• If you are worried, you’ll be wasting our
time, you won’t, our smallest claim was for
just under £1,500 for a start-up skincare
business
• If you are worried that HMRC are going to
punish you for making a claim, we’ve had one
enquiry in 2021 into a Patent Box claim, where
HMRC couldn’t find a patent in the name of
the company
There really are no reasons to stop you. We
are here to guide you, just like we have over
a 150 businesses before you, to a successful
R&D Tax Credits claim. With new changes
coming in 2023, there has never been a
better time to start claiming for your product
developments or improvements and with the
ability to claim for two prior years, you could
see a significant boost to your 2022 cashflow.
You can book your no-obligation discovery
session at a time that suits you by visiting:
https://calendly.com/cooden/bus-works l
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From landlines to lockdowns
Technology is at the heart of the Red Guitars’ hotly anticipated reunion tour
later this spring, Phil Ascough discovers

Without wishing even for a second to doubt
the profile and pulling power of the region’s
bigger venues, the hot ticket of 2022 has
to be at the Adelphi Club in April. Not just
because it’s a comeback gig by the Red
Guitars, but because it’s one of just seven
shows in a nationwide reunion tour.
One of the finest bands to emerge from
Hull, the Red Guitars were formed 40
years ago about now by a bunch of people
who came to Hull to study. You won’t find
them in the Top of the Pops roundups but
you might see them on reruns of Old Grey
Whistle Test, The Tube and equivalent shows
throughout Europe.

The Red Guitars at Notradam Hall,
Leicester Square, 1984 (Syd Shelton)

Lou Duffy-Howard, known for her
pulsating bass guitar and beaming smile,
said: “We had so many creative experiences,
writing and building songs and finding them
come to life together as a team and we
did UK and European tours which were so
exciting.”
The Red Guitars were a John Peel
favourite, Indie chart-toppers and way
ahead of their time, as demonstrated by
signature track Good Technology.
Over to Paul Du Noyer of the NME in
August 1983: “Red Guitars itemise the
sundry achievements of modern science,
from underarm personal hygiene to the

hardware of instant Armageddon. In so
doing, the song constructs an unforgettable
vision of a world that’s grown too clever by
one-and-a-half at least.”
The question is how the band
managed to achieve so much and build
an international fan base at a time when
technology was so limited, especially when
you look at how it has been applied to bring
the band back together again.
Technology is at the heart of the story
behind the reunion itself. The original Red
Guitars played their last gig in December
1985. The version that followed is barely
acknowledged; the story about why is for

another day but it just wasn’t the same and
it didn’t last long.
But the original singer Jerry Kidd kept the
website ticking over, Lou looked after the
social media and they were noticed by Steve
Homer, a music industry big shot as CEO of
AEG Presents, and a big fan of the band. He
asked if they fancied doing a few gigs, and
the answer was yes.
The challenge was how to get everybody
together for discussions, rehearsals and even
writing some new material when the five
band members weren’t even in the same
continent, never mind the same city.
Lou is still in Hull. Jerry in Brighton.
Drummer Matt Higgins is in Leeds and the
guitarists are local and distant, with John
Rowley in Bridlington and Hallam Lewis
in Capetown, South Africa. It was good
technology that brought them together,
and one wonders how they would have
managed if all those lockdowns hadn’t
introduced the wonders of Zoom.
So that’s a website, some busy social
media accounts and Zoom all playing a
part in reuniting a band that dates back to
the days of stuffing cassette tapes into Jiffy
bags and sending them off to radio stations,
record labels, gig venues and promoters and
the music press.
Lou, who has played in countless other
Hull bands since the days of the Red Guitars,
also exploits technology to the max in
driving her main projects Loudhailer Electric
Company and Agent Starling, notably
with the latter recording nearly 30 tracks
entirely remotely, including the new album,
Constellation of Birds.
Lou could walk from her home to the
famed Fairview Studios in half the time it
takes to play Constellation of Birds, but
during lockdown it just wasn’t possible to
get fellow band member Quentin Budworth
and the engineers in the same place.
Lou said: “In the pandemic it’s been
really important for me to remain creative.
I’ve always loved going into Fairview with a
great engineer and producer. I really value a
proper studio but under lockdown we just
couldn’t do that so I upgraded my home
recording set-up and we used it to record
the Agent Starling music.”
Fairview itself began as a home studio
in 1967 with founder Keith Herd recording
local bands in the front room of his house in
Great Gutter Lane, Willerby. Investment and
expansion followed and a proper studio was
built on the former piggery at the bottom
of the garden. It’s worth visiting the website

Quentin Budworth and Lou Duffy-Howard of Agent Starling (Richard Duffy-Howard)

to see some of the big names in the client
base.
The Red Guitars made their early
demos at Ken Giles’s eight-track studio in
Bridlington and moved to Fairview’s 24-track
facilities to record the Slow to Fade album.
Lou recalled: “We chose Fairview because
we wanted to keep it local. We saw no
reason to go and spend our money in a
different town or city. We recorded the
album over the summer of 1983, had a
great time there and were really happy with
how it turned out.
“Many years later, about five years ago,
I went back there to record the Loudhailer
Electric Company album and the engineer,
John Spence, was recording the studio’s
50th anniversary album. We went in to
represent the Red Guitars. Bill Nelson was
on it, and Michael Chapman.
“The only difference with the place was
that it used to be full of smoke, but apart
from that it was just the same and a really
good experience to go back and sit in the
same place as all those years ago.”
Local venues have changed a lot. The
forthcoming gig at the Adelphi will be a Red
Guitars first because the club didn’t open
until 1985. Spring Street Theatre, former
home of Hull Truck, Spring Bank Community
Centre and the School of Architecture have
all gone. As has the Trades and Labour Club,
where current Loudhailer drummer David
Burnby once promoted a miners’ benefit gig
headlined by the Red Guitars.
In an age of being able to share music
around the world, listen to the most
obscure stuff and communicate with band
colleagues all at the touch of a button, it’s
impossible to avoid thinking about how the
industry has changed.

“To get a gig you couldn’t send an email
with a link to songs and what you looked
like live,” said Lou.
“You had to send things by post, make
a record or cassette, talk to them. Even
though we were independent we had a lot
of admin and we had an agent to get us
gigs, and a plugger.
“If somebody didn’t show up because
something had happened there was no way
of letting people know what was going
on. How we used to get all these things
together with just a landline is a mystery to
me now!” l

Lou Duffy-Howard at Beaulah Festival
(Richard Duffy-Howard)
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FOCUS ON FINANCE

Post-pandemic recovery

Dutton Moore, Aldgate House,
1-4 Market Place, Hull, HU1 1RS
01482 326617
www.duttonmoore.co.uk

The aftermath of
the last 2-years
is beginning to
financially bite all
of us, businesses,
and individuals.
We talk to Tony
Bullock, Managing
Partner at Dutton
Moore Chartered
Accountants &
Business Advisers to
give his overview of
the months ahead…

Everyone from the richest businesses down
to the SMEs and workers on minimum wage
are feeling the squeeze that is fast hitting
our economy. The economy is growing at
7%, the highest since World War II, but is
this sustainable when a shortage of raw
materials and rising prices is affecting a lot
of businesses?
We currently face a very difficult situation,
initially with implications from Brexit and
labour shortages, but very much so after the
Covid pandemic and the debt our country
has now accrued. Now the Russian/Ukraine
situation could cause even more serious
implications if sanctions are imposed, which
will only drive-up energy costs here at home.
The UK is continuing to create jobs, but
businesses are struggling to recruit, and pay
is failing to keep up with inflation. According
to the latest Office for National Statistics
(ONS) data from October to December 2021,
wage growth is struggling to keep up with
increasing inflation. Whilst regular wages,
excluding bonuses, increased by 3.6%
between October and December 2021,
when adjusted for inflation regular pay fell
on the year at -0.8%. For December alone
it’s even worse, with a monthly decline of
-1.2%.
The Bank of England has acted to combat
accelerating price growth by raising interest
rates to 0.5%, but if, as economists expect,
inflation rises above 7% this year, the Bank
has warned that the hits to business running
costs and workers will likely get worse. What
happens next is monopolising attention at

the Bank of England and No 11 Downing
Street, not to mention employers across the
country considering annual pay reviews.
Many have not given pay rises for the last
couple of years and are now in the position
where their workforce needs the increases to
off-set rising costs of living and household
bills – but the cost to wage rises must be
passed on to keep making a profit – it’s a
spiralling inflationary situation.
We have also yet to assess the effect
of the government guaranteed bank loan
schemes during the pandemic and potential
business insolvencies and how that will
affect the economy.
Money is just not going very far, and the
squeeze is being felt by everyone across the
board.
The UK alone can do little about soaring
gas and oil prices – and business owners
and people’s pockets are going to feel this
further in the Spring after Ofgem announced
an increase in the energy price cap which
will add around £700 on average to annual
gas and electricity charges for millions of
consumers. Add to this the increase in
Corporation Tax, the National Insurance tax
rise and freezes to income tax thresholds
Chancellor Rishi Sunak has ordered from
April, the pressure on businesses and on pay
packets is only going to increase.
Bold action is needed for growth, with
steps to address skills and labour shortages.
This is very much a time for businesses
and households to look at incomings and
outgoings and budget accordingly. l
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Concrete Repairs and Specialist Works
Yorkshire & Humber Region
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CCUK Rebrands its
Concrete Repairs Division

01482 425250
075 493676
Email contact@fibrwrap-ccuk.com
Visit humber.fibrwrap-ccuk.com

CRSW division
delivers proven and
cost-effective repairs
and strengthening
solutions that
continue to exceed
clients’ objectives
of upgrading and
extending the life of
the structures

Composites Construction UK
United Kingdom & Europe

In early 2022, Composites Construction
UK rebranded its concrete repairs division.
CRSW is officially the new name for CCUK’s
Concrete Repair and Specialist Works division
which operates primarily in the Yorkshire and
the Humber region.
CRSW (CCUK) is a leading specialist
contractor for repairing and strengthening
structures, pipes, tanks, bridges, and
buildings. Operating across the UK through a
network of 3 regional hubs, CRSW provides
a comprehensive repair, strengthening,
and maintenance service for all manner of
structures.
On top of offering a cross-service between
both divisions, CRSW’s services include but
are not limited to:
• Concrete Repairs
• Spray Concrete
• Waterproofing Systems
• Resin Injections
• Abrasive Cleaning & Surface Preparation
Some of the specialist services CRSW offers in
the region include:
Concrete Repair & Crack Injection
• Concrete repairs by hand, trowel, or spray
application.
Crack injection techniques in concrete
elements within buildings, tanks, process
facilities, and other structural elements.
Suitable for, concrete buildings, tanks,
pipes and any structures made of concrete,
brickwork, or timber.

Resin Injection & Curtain Grouting
Treatment for leaks in below-ground
structures by creating a permanent seal or
waterproof ‘curtain’ (barrier). Manhole, pipes
and tank repair and coating for damage and
life extension. Suitable for, most concrete,
steel, masonry, and fibreglass structures.
Crack injection for leaks sealing/stoppage
with PU, hydrophobic or hydrophilic resins.
Corrosion Control
Repairing parts of structures that could be at
risk of corroding, especially those in contact
with water. Sacrificial and impressed current
CP systems for corrosion control along with
specialist migrating inhibitors and innovative
coatings to control and slow corrosion in
your assets. Suitable for: Most pipes, vessels,
waterfront structures, and other assets at
risk of corrosion.
Composite & Structural Strengthening
Applications: Using various innovative types
of composite systems (carbon and E-Glass
fibre) combined with unique epoxy resins to
strengthen and reinforce structures. Either
for preventative measures, rehabilitation,
structural upgrade or to increase life
expectancy. Suitable for: Most structures,
especially those made of concrete.
For more information about CRSW’s services,
please visit
www.humber.fibrwrap-ccuk.com l
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without the hassle

When MyPad’s Danny Gough met Nikki Blowers of Eazy Rooms,
they realised that, together, they could bridge the gap in Hull’s
serviced accommodation market – and MyPad Serviced was born.
By Sam Hawcroft

A

decade ago, if someone had told you that
there was a market for luxury serviced apartments in
Hull city centre with a price tag well north of £3,000
a month, you’d have laughed and wondered whether
they were quite all there.
But the fact there is exactly such a thing now, with
demand continuing to push up prices, demonstrates
just how far the city has come in recent years as both a
tourist attraction and a place to do business.
MyPad was founded in 2002, and Danny Gough
become a director in 2008; back then, the company
was focused on student landlords. But in 2012,
Danny expanded to take on larger projects, one of
which was Anchor House in Anlaby Road, a former
derelict building that was transformed in a £2 million
investment by Westfield Homebuyers.
That was around the time he met Nikki Blowers,
who had worked in regeneration for Hull City Council
for many years before a stint at a large property
developer. It was while she was living in Ascot for a
time that she came up with the idea for what originally
started out as Eazy Rooms, and which, in December
2021, was brought under the MyPad Serviced banner.
“A friend was doing something down in Berkshire
and wanted my help to create this student serviced
model,” says Nikki. “So we did it – and when I moved
back to Hull, I reconnected with a lot of my old council
contacts who said there was a need for such a hybrid

property offering – not just B&Bs or hotels, and not just
straightforward residential.”
The idea was to start off slowly with one or two
properties – but the first client ended up being
Yorkshire Water, and the second was another blue-chip
company. “And it went from there,” adds Nikki. “I met
Danny through that, because he was the managing
agent for this particular developer.”
At the outset, it was much less about the property
than the service, says Nikki. “From something that
would have just been a basic room, suddenly we could
provide that room with everything that went with it,
with all the bills inclusive and no hidden extras – we
were there to help people expand. You could come
back to Eazy Rooms as one port of call and we created
something that was very flexible.”
“They did whatever the client wanted,” adds Danny.
“So not only the laundry, but the catering, bespoke
transport… whatever they wanted, Nikki would go out
and sort it for them.”
“That was the key to it,” says Nikki. “We tailored
the packages to fit the client. As long as we had
a property to work from, we could put a package
together that meant they had a permanent base;
they weren’t checking out of a hotel on a Friday to
come back into a different room, having to move all
their belongings – it meant that they had really good
accommodation at a really reasonable price, but with
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a fantastic service and all the bolt-ons that
went with it, and me and the team on
hand for any inquiries and anything else
they needed.”
The demand for luxury serviced
accommodation really began to gather
pace in 2015, says Danny. Which is
probably not surprising, as this was a key
point in the timeline of Hull’s economic
development – that year, the Siemens
Gamesa factory received planning approval
and the company began its recruitment
drive. “People wanted to come to Hull, but
they didn’t just want to stay in an HMO,”
he adds. “But then developers started to
do en suite rooms, changing offices into
luxury flats or studio rooms. And that’s
what people want now. So if somebody
is here for the next two years, working
on a project, they want something that’s
reasonably priced, smart, and in a good
location – and the city centre is booming
now.”
A lot of the properties managed by
MyPad are in the city centre – including
the stunning Glass House development
that overlooks Queen’s Gardens – and
bringing Eazy Rooms into the fold proved
to be the perfect partnership. Nikki has
all the contacts for the service providers,
while Danny knows most, if not all, of the
developers in Hull. “If someone rings us
and says they want 200 apartments,” he
says, “we can get them. Whereas if they
ring a traditional estate agent, for example,
they won’t be able to do it. They might
have one or two empty flats. But we deal in
having the whole building so we can tailor
it to whoever we want.”
Nikki stresses that a crucial part of their
offering is “putting people together”. “We
don’t just say we’ll put one person over
there and another somewhere else – we
have the full houses, the full developments
to work with. So, from the lettings point
of view, which Danny was offering, and
the servicing, which Eazy Rooms was
offering, we had this need to make sure
that everybody was together – and that’s
something we’ve been able to do really,
really well.”
There’s inevitably a bit of competition
now, but MyPad Serviced takes the offering
to a higher level. All of its developments
include bedding and towels, kitchen and
bathroom essentials, and DBS-checked
staff, while some properties feature gyms,
security guards and even cinemas. Lets

can be from just three days to long-term,
and there’s a 24/7 helpline if anything
goes wrong. “A lot of service providers
have HMOs, say, in Boulevard, or Ryde
Street – and, while we have those kinds
of properties too, we provide a better
standard of property for the same price,”
says Danny. “Imagine an eight-bed en suite
development in Plane Street – it might be
amazing, but it won’t have eight parking
spaces outside; it won’t have CCTV, for
example. And, ironically, the deal Nikki can
do won’t be any dearer – because we work
directly with developers.”
One such developer has already spent
£48 million in Hull and is set to spend
double that in the coming years, and
Danny says they are constantly approached
by companies looking to do all sorts of
accommodation. “When a developer
comes into the city who doesn’t know
much about the market,” he adds, “we
can actually help them build it to a certain

standard or a set way, so it suits Nikki’s
clients perfectly.
Nikki gives a one-to-one service for
the corporate client, which means that,
if they are renting out 20 apartments,
the developer only has one contact to
manage, instead of 20 separate tenancies.
Meanwhile, Danny is the developer’s single
point of contact – and he encourages
them to come to MyPad before they even
start their project. This is because, he says,
“they might go and put something in that’s
not fit for purpose, or we can tell them
whether their price point is right. Rents
are going up in Hull – the city is becoming
popular. Supply and demand is tipping the
other way a little bit. A couple of years ago
there were more properties than people,
and now we’re heading towards more
people than properties, but that means the
great thing is the developers are going to
come to Hull, and then they’ll come across
MyPad.”
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They’re in the enviable position of hardly
needing to shout about what they do,
Danny says. “MyPad doesn’t advertise for
developers, and MyPad Serviced doesn’t
advertise for clients – they come to us.
And when they ring us up, Nikki builds
a package to suit their requirements.
Developers are now looking all over the
city centre, and it’s a bit harder to find
property there now, but Nikki’s just found
an amazing development on Freetown Way
– it’s high-end, with some very futureproof
tech in it. Again, it’s a bespoke place where

‘‘

all the clients can stay together, and that
developer approached us, with a view to
the client being the preferred end user. So
we’ve put the package together, and we’ll
work with them until the very end.”
When asked whether their personalities
complement each other, Danny laughs.
“We’re both driven, we’re both
determined, we can both be fiery and we
can both want our own way. So that’s a
challenge!”
But the overriding message, says Nikki,
is that, despite the impression people

may have of corporate clients having
megabucks to play with, MyPad isn’t out
to exploit them. “I’m very keen to work
with people to manage their expectations
and their budgets, so they don’t bring their
workforce to Hull only to end up paying
over the odds for things.
“We want to give them a great service,
a fantastic property and be on hand all the
time for them. I think the corporate clients
we’ve had in the past would agree that
we do that. We’re all about making it as
beneficial for them as it is for us.” l

“If somebody is here for the next two years, working on a project, they want something that’s reasonably
priced, smart, and in a good location – and the city centre is booming now.”
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A guaranteed welcome at
My Baby Can Dance
07738419545
Email janinembcd@gmail.com
Visit www.mybabycandance.com

Hull born, My
Baby Can Dance
Ltd incorporates
Newborn Can
Dance and Sensory.
Plus if you feel like
celebrating, parties
are on offer too!

My Baby Can Dance Ltd was founded by
Janine Gosling back in 2011 when limited
activities for children existed and developed
a programme of early years learning through
movement to music.
During that time Janine neé Burley,
developed My Baby Can Dance as a business
Franchise Opportunity throughout the UK
and Janine Gosling became Business Women
of the Year in 2017, the same year of Hull
City of Culture.
It’s all about the little people, well mostly,
a huge emphasis is put on families together
so the pandemic became an opportunity to
work with the Hull City Council and other
authorities to create a legally bound support
group. Providing the very best standards
of covid cleaning practice, small MBCD
support groups were formed. This enabled
particularly vulnerable new Mums a face to
face Group session with the ability to talk
freely and of course get help if needed.
Against all odds, Janine helped hundreds
of families with Babies & children throughout
the pandemic adapting class sessions suit
the needs of families. Janine explains “I’ve
dedicated my ideas to people who need
services like My Baby Can Dance. To say it’s
hard work is an understatement, however it
gives me huge pride when I read the glowing
reviews and amazing feedback from families
of all walks. I’m here for everyone face to
face and live on air at the Radio Station”.
Mental health is still an ongoing concern
for many new families and something that is
taken very seriously by Janine.

Janine says “By allowing talk time during
Newborn Can Dance and Sensory group
sessions, issues are raised and when Mums
realise they’re not alone, it generates a relief
factor. Using this sounding board time as a
base, I can turn the session to suit the needs
of the Mums and babies at that time”.

This method among many others has
created an incredible following for My
Baby Can Dance Hull on social media.
Families make lifelong friends meeting at
My Baby Can Dance.
Janine has been in the entertainment
industry all her life, having had Junior
Equity, is a fully qualified Theatre and
Ballet teacher and Radio Presenter at Hull
Kingston Radio 107.4fm.
Lately, it’s no wonder that with the
support of the people, Janine Gosling at
My Baby Can Dance is the Winner of the
Hull & East Riding Mumbler Awards most
recently winning the Hull & East Riding
Best PreSchool Activity for the under 5s. l
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OPINION - Creator Coach

A DISAPPOINTING
ARTICLE
Or is it? Should we just accept
anything that happens in
business, asks Mal Williamson
There is a fairly new adage about
controlling what you can, accepting
other stuff and learning to know the
difference. This is the kind of wisdom we
can most enjoy at the bar, or overlooking
a moonlit bay – chatting, reflective, with a
smidgeon of the humble brag. How very
disappointing.
In the midst of having people stop your
progress, for no discernible reasons, or
certainly no necessary reasons – then
the concept of wisdom kind of takes a
battering. In replace of that moonlit bay is a
battlefield, and instead of friendly bar staff
we are handed poisoned chalices – so what
we do?
I freak out. I am angry. I am reaching for
solutions and throwing them out there,
high in the air. Probably hoping that
someone else will see them and come to my
aid? But my mum died in the first Covid 19
wave so it won’t be her. And my friends –
well, I won’t annoy them with this just yet
because they are too used to something like
this going on so I can wait for that night
out when it is all a distant memory. My cats
are useless too.
Or are they? Sitting there demanding a
stroke. Or food? What is it? What do you
want? A nice reminder of something Dylan
once sang on one of his duff albums – “You
gonna have to serve somebody…”
You see, while I am never sure of the
difference between controlling what I can
and accepting somebody else’s nonsense,
I can relate to a wider picture. Those cats
want feeding.
A philosophy lecturer was giving advice
to her students – on how to survive all
the deep thinking and paradoxes and
personal ambitions for humanity... there
will be chores. There is work to do that
is sometimes different from what your

business strategy would wish. Plans meet
the enemy. Hands get dirty. Shoe leather is
worn. Controlling and freaking out is one of
those chores.
In business why should we accept anything
that happens?
Where is the innovation and progress
and hard work in that kind of attitude?
Smells like giving up to me. We can control
everything – or hire someone in to do it
for us, eh? That’s the point, isn’t it? Sure, it
might be better to do it with a grin than a
grimace, but still – go sort it out rather than
accepting somebody else’s rules.
The wider picture is that sh*t happens.
And until that time when we are not...
we are still here. My mum had a hard life
– orphaned, moved around the country,
leaving school too early. And she also had
a great life – four kids, travelled the world,
career in nursing. She didn’t accept that
patients were in trouble – she got on with
whatever was needed right then and there.
That wisdom of acceptance? It’s OK and
sounds very nice and true and useful.

But we all live in the midst of something
– where I don’t know if I can control this
or not? There are fewer and fewer rules
in business now, and every industry and
process has some digital disruption going
on. So maybe there is an app for this – or a
website to go to… a trade body? My mum
would try every different thing to make her
patients comfy and save lives. Until one day
someone did that for her.
Acceptance? Nah. Save it for moonlit
bays. l

Mal Williamson
creatorcoach@gmail.com or
07909 683534 for training & coaching
malwilliamson.com/undertheweather
creatorcoach.co.uk
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vision for

oldest

Quality food in a casual
setting is the order of the
day at the Townhouse,
writes Sam Hawcroft

T

he blue plaque on the front of 5 Scale
Lane in Hull says that it’s the city’s oldest
domestic building, dating back to the 15th
century – and records of a dwelling on the
site go back to the late 1200s.
But the current occupants of a long,
long chain of residents who have included
sailmakers, grocers and tobacconists hope
it will become a hub for a new generation
of digital industry professionals who have
made Hull’s Old Town their base.

house

What was previously the Old House is
now the Townhouse, and co-owners Martin
Charlesworth and Alex McCallum are keen
to take it in a different direction. While
there’s still a heavy emphasis on quality
food, beer and wine, the menu is pared
down, the interior has been sympathetically
modernised and the aim is for a relaxed,
casual ambience rather than formal fine
dining.
Upstairs there is now a groovy games

room with a pool table and retro computer
consoles, as well as another dining area
that can be used for small functions. “This
was about building a place that friends
and family can enjoy, and that we can be
proud of – somewhere that we wanted to
spend time. It’s a passion project for us,”
says Martin, who was previously the chief
technology officer at The One Point before
starting his own cybersecurity business
last year. Alex, his friend of 20 years
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whom he met at the University of Hull, is a
senior sales manager at the leading IT and
communications firm. They clearly enjoy
having fingers in many pies. I’d say “quite
literally”, but pies aren’t on the menu. Yet!
The project is really still in its infancy,
having only hit its stride in mid-January.
They got the keys to the building at the
beginning of November 2021, and briefly
opened in December before the Omicron
variant of Covid put a major spanner in the
works of many hospitality businesses. So
it’s not the finished article, by any means –
for instance, there were no desserts on the
menu when we went, but these are in the
pipeline, as are plans to offer food to go via
the likes of Just Eat.
Back to the menu – which is based
around garlic breads, salads, pizzas,
pastas and wraps, but not all traditionally

Italian. Now, I was given a pizza stone
for Christmas, after which I had made
quite a few attempts at nailing the perfect
dough; and in the couple of weeks before
visiting the Townhouse I’d had friends
round and ordered takeaway pizza, as well
as having pizza at an Italian restaurant for
a family do. Six weeks of mostly eating
pizza, basically. Ahead of my visit to
the Townhouse, I said to my other half
– whatever I’m having tonight, it’s NOT
going to be pizza.
However, my dining companions – BW’s
two Helens – didn’t want pizza either; they
had their hearts set on pasta dishes. I knew
it would have been a clear dereliction of
duty not to sample the pizza and report
back to BW readers, so I decided to take
one for the team. I know, I know, tough
job, etc.

I went for the Canadian pizza because it
sounded a bit different. Topped with cajun
chicken breast, peppers, onions, smoked
bacon and maple syrup, on handmade
sourdough, it was certainly different; and
it was excellent. There is also the New
Yorker (with pepperoni and pastrami, red
onions, sweet chilli and jalapenos), the
Spaniard (with chorizo and prosciutto),
the Hawaiian (for those monsters who like
pineapple on their pizza), and even the
Thai, with king prawns, garlic, red chilli
and fresh coriander. Pizza tends to be the
cheaper option on Italian restaurant menus,
but here it’s the bedrock of the offering and,
for me, the prices (£9.85-£12.85) reflect
– and justify – the quality and number of
ingredients.
“We want to be known for our pizzas,”
Martin says. “That’s our passion. But we
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understand that, especially when people
are coming for lunch, rather than dinner,
you don’t always want a full pizza, which
is why we introduced the salads, wraps and
pastas. People are also learning that we’re
open from midday, and that we’re not a
formal restaurant.”
From the pasta dishes (all under £10),
Helen G went for the Penne Romana, while
Helen F had the lasagne. In these times of
Covid I wasn’t keen on sticking my fork
into their dishes, but I did manage to slide a
clean knife into Helen G’s sauce, and it was
indeed lovely and rich.
The wine list is also smallish but
perfectly formed – with six whites, six
reds and two roses, a good deal of research
has clearly gone into it, with well-written
tasting notes and recommendations. I tried
a glass of the Caracara Vintage Reserve

Merlot – very good it was, too – and Helen
G gave a similar thumbs-up to the La di
Motte Pinot Grigio DOC (Fruili Grave),
both at £21 for the bottle or £4/5.25/£7.50
for various glass sizes.
But as a bit of a craft ale fan, I was
heartened to see a Great Newsome pump on
the bar (it’s my local brewery, of which I’m
quite a good customer), as well as Brew
York on draught. The Calmer Chameleon,
a 3.7% American pale ale, was a lovely
drop. There’s also the Golden Eagle
pilsner (4.8%). Incidentally, their range
also includes beers called Goose Willis,
Juice Forsyth and Rhubarbra Streisand,
of which I wholeheartedly approve. Craft
ales with daft names shouldn’t be sneered
at; they should be celebrated for their
humour, ingenuity and entrepreneurial
spirit in the face of so many bland chains

nowadays. “Where possible, we want to use
independent local companies,” adds Martin.
As the evening wore on, a few more
people came in just to stand by the
bar and chat over a few jars, perfectly
demonstrating the atmosphere Alex and
Martin want to create. Hull has traditionally
been a ghost town after 6pm, but the
demographic of the city centre is changing,
and the Townhouse, which serves food until
9pm Tuesday to Saturday, stands to benefit
from people wanting a bite to eat after
work, or a casual lunch with colleagues.
There was just one final question. How
on earth did you get that pool table up
there? “With eight friends and a rope,
through the upstairs window!” says Martin.
Where there’s a market for flat-pack pool
tables designed for centuries-old buildings
remains to be seen… l
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‘THAT WILL
NEVER
WORK’
Netflix co-founder Marc Randolph on building
a business. By Josh Sims.

ou can start out your career as an entrepreneur with the notion that, when
you’re asked at some later date, you’ll tell the whole story. And the first time you’re
asked ‘so where did the idea come from?’ you launch into this tale of the people and
the influences - and you start to see their eyes glaze over,” laughs Marc Randolph.
“Pretty soon you get to learn nobody really wants to hear the long story. And
so you come up with an easier, shorter story instead - but one that resonates has to
leave you feeling some kind of emotional truth about the product,” he adds. “It’s
eBay and needing to get rid of your girlfriend’s Pez dispensers, or Uber and not
being able to get a cab when it’s raining on New Year’s Eve. It resonates. Even if
it’s not strictly true, it’s emotionally true.”
Randolph’s short version is ‘a guy has a late fee on a movie, and this time he’s
really miffed about it’. That’s not quite how Netflix came about - Randolph is
the co-founder and was the first CEO of what would become the entertainment
behemoth. Indeed, when Randolph and his colleague Reed Hastings were about
to lose their jobs - albeit by having their software company acquired - they started
riffing on new business ideas. Anything went. Personalised dog shampoo was one
consideration.
And then came that late fee on a video tape (ask your parents) at Blockbusters
(ditto). What if you could return the tape by post? And never mind tape, what about
these newfangled things called DVDs? What if they were posted out to you, as part
of a subscription service? There and then, Randolph and Hastings bought a DVD
and posted the disc to themselves. It survived. The journey to market dominance
was less easy: two years in, they were millions down and pleading with Blockbuster
for some kind of merger. Like EMI and The Beatles, Blockbuster turned them
down. It went bankrupt a few years later.
“Developing new ideas is the most fun part of entrepreneurship,” says
Randolph, who lives in California and spends most of his time outdoors, on bikes
or surfboards, in kayaks or up mountains - anywhere, and the irony is not lost on
him, but in front of a screen. It was backpacking throughout his childhood as part
of the US’ National Outdoor Leadership School programme to which he genuinely

Photography: Gage Skidmore
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attributes the skills in communicating,
decision-making and team leading that has
made him such an effective entrepreneur in
adulthood.
“The ideas you come up with might start
out of frustration - ‘why isn’t there an easier
way to do this?’ You start with things you
know well. [But it’s fun because] you can
suspend concerns about how expensive
it could be, or who you’d be competing
with. You just don’t care,” he adds. “All
entrepreneurial businesses start out as a
team of merry risk-takers and they love that
and they work really hard at it but when they
realise it doesn’t work they’re totally fine
dropping that and doing something else.”
It’s the bit of building a business that
Randolph loves. By his own admission, his
skill set isn’t in building a business. He can
build a team; he can do the triage - “when
you start out there’s always a hundred things
broken and you have the resources to fix two
of them and the skill is identifying which
two because it may not be the ones that are
shouting loudest”; he can name a company
- though still wonders if ‘Netflix’ sounds
more like a porn channel; he can find the
product/market fit, to use the lingo. But the
later work of optimisation, at supply chain
efficiency, at shaving points off margin - all
of that leaves him a little cold. It’s why he
got out of Netflix early.
It’s also why he’s the host of a podcast
that goes by the name of ‘That Will Never
Work’, in which he advises people just
getting started with their business as to
where to go next. He’s the author of a
book by the same title. And, of course,
he’s ready to put his money into those
ideas that he thinks have legs - one of his
latest investments was in the data sciences
company Looker, which sold to Google for
$2.6bn.
“There’s a debate these days amongst
‘seed’ and ‘angel’ investors about whether
it’s better to do herd investing where
basically you find the few companies that
are self-evidently going to do well and then
fight to get an allocation, or do you say I’m
going to be the guy who take longer shots
on companies that are not yet visible,”
muses Randolph. “And I don’t know which
is better for making money but I vastly
prefer working with those companies that
are ‘crazy’ ideas. But more importantly I’ve
stopped working with companies where the
criteria is an expectation that I have to make
money from the investments. I do it because

I really enjoy having the front row seat on
watching an entrepreneur take a shot at
something interesting. I have no clue which
will make money. But I know who I like.”
Remarkably, for one who made it big, he
worries about the whole tenor of business
today, at least in the US. The media buzz,
the investor gossip, all seems to circle
around talk of billions, rather celebrating
those much, much smaller, entirely unsung
entrepreneurial efforts that make up the bulk
of national economies.
“I think there’s this whole overglorification of the money side of business,
which is a disservice because the vast
majority of these companies are not tech
ventures, they’re not VC funded - they’re
people using their savings, because
their objective isn’t to build these huge
companies to make themselves and their
investors rich,” says Randolph. “They
want to have a job they enjoy, they want
to provide an income for a handful of
employees and they’re perfectly happy with
that. I really believe there’s honour in that.”

Of course, he acknowledges, that’s easy
for him to say. But it’s a genuinely held
sentiment. Randolph knows more than
most that, of all the crazy ideas he came up
with, that Netflix worked out so well was as
much a matter of good luck as it was good
judgement.
“The thing is that nobody knows if an
idea will work or not. Every big successful
venture you can think of started out as
something someone else thought wouldn’t
work. And often they’re right. And usually
the business you start out with isn’t the one
you end up with anyway. But someone had
enough confidence to try something and
push by someone else’s cynicism,” he says.
And surviving in business is tough,
he adds. “Early on in my career I had a
software product, a spreadsheet, and we got
the great news that it won ‘Product of the
Year’ in this prestigious computer magazine.
We were all excited,” he recalls. “So we
looked to see who else had won over past
years - and nearly all of them weren’t here
anymore. That was a lesson there.” l
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IT’S ALWAYS BEEN
ABOUT THE PEOPLE
Phil Ascough on the inspiring
stories behind the start-ups
showcased by the HEY LEP
Business? It’s boring, complicated, hard
work and full of men who have loads of
money and only spend it on grey suits and
golf. Balls, of course, but that’s how I saw
it during the early years of my career in
journalism.
That’s why, when I was offered the
chance to become a business editor in
1994, I told the boss I wanted to change
the approach. A bit less boardroom, a bit
more shop floor. Pull back on the PLCs,
shine the spotlight on the small firms,
especially those in the local area.
From day one at college I’d been told
that news was people. We wanted to show
readers what real people were doing in
business.
I wasn’t making demands or setting
conditions for taking on the job, and my
ideas weren’t met with any reluctance
at all. We turned the weekly business
supplement into a must-read that worked
closely with the Chamber of Commerce,
Humberside TEC and Hull City Council’s
economic regeneration team to give every
business a chance of sharing their success
stories.
That’s why I jumped at the chance
recently to work with the Hull and East
Yorkshire LEP on case studies to showcase
some start-ups, not just recent ventures
but – in the case of Airco – going back 30
years to when Neil Fisher started out as one
man with a van, on his way to building a
company that now employs more than 200
people and operates nationwide.
Conscious that this column usually
explores the local food and drink scene, I
obviously want to highlight the experience
of Taha Rahman, the chef patron at Piccolo
who has a remarkable story about his
journey from growing up in the Iraq-Iran
war zone to running one of Hull’s best

Care leavers Sarah Fenwick and Gareth Pennington set up Tree Fellas Hull

restaurants. It was the dining out feature in
the last edition of BW, so we don’t need to
go over the detail again here.
And then there’s beer. Mark Savile, also
familiar to readers of this publication,
created Raven Hill brewery at Kilham after
travelling around the world researching big
beer brands and tiny craft breweries.
I wrote about care leavers Sarah Fenwick
and Gareth Pennington in these pages
a year ago and felt the LEP case studies
should include their story about launching
Tree Fellas Hull and getting to grips with
issues around finance, recruitment and
health and safety, all while juggling home
schooling for their two young daughters.
The Call Answering Company appealed
because of the way in which Sam Waslin
seized the initiative and set up her own
company when she couldn’t find anybody
to manage phone calls for her transcription
business.
David Hall told me how he set up
Beverley Park Homes at Tickton in 2017
to manufacture units for holiday parks
and went on to launch three additional
businesses, expanding into the kitchens and

bedrooms sector, high-end leisure homes
and quality upholstery.
You can read about them at heystartups.
co.uk. Every story reminded me of the
reasons why I decided to try business
journalism, and since taking that step I’ve
come across so many more examples of
people who decided to take a punt, back
themselves and start their own business.
There are a few in my notebook now
waiting to be written up, and there will be
more next week.
Of course there are no guarantees,
and one of the most important things
to remember is to never be afraid to ask
for help. There are plenty of people in
business who will provide free guidance,
and organisations such as the LEP, the Hull
& Humber Chamber of Commerce and the
local authorities are excellent sources of
support.
So look around and don’t be put off
by drab factories, warehouses and office
blocks because it’s not about the buildings.
It’s about the brilliance within, the people
doing amazing things even if – sometimes
– they wear suits. l
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Forward plan with our helpful

EVENTS DIARY
MARCH
7

An Audience with Andy Eavis, by FEO,
University of Hull

7

FEO NxGen Masterclass Day, Hull College

8

International Women’s Day 2022

8

Humber Women in the Workforce launch event,
Aura Innovation Centre, Hessle

31

The Hull Business Energy Scheme network,
DoubleTree by Hilton Hull

31

Wedding Open Event,
Mercure Hull Grange Park Hotel

APRIL
6

CATCH Apprenticeships – Open Evening,
special IWD2022 event, Stallingborough

I’m still standing! An FEO Exclusive with David
Meade, MKM Stadium, Hull

7

Regional Network, by Welcome to Yorkshire,
The Manor Rooms at the Drewton Estate

Women of Achievement Awards launch event,
Mercure Hull Grange Park Hotel

7

Apprentice recruitment event,
Humber Energy Skills Training Academy, Hull

CATCH Apprenticeships –
Open Evening, Stallingborough

26

FEO NxGen Masterclass Day, Sirius Academy North

10

Hull pin property networking event,
Holiday Inn Express, Ferensway

27-28 OWC2022 (Offshore Wind Connections), by Team
Humber Marine Alliance, The Spa, Bridlington

11

Be Your Own Boss Workshop,
E-Factor Business, Grimsby

13

Get Caked, by Dove House Hospice,
Sledmere House, Driffield

6

FSB South Yorks, East Yorks & Humber Virtual
Networking – Business Survival

15

Feel the Fear Workshop, E-Factor Business, Grimsby

10

FEO breakfast with Pete Wilkinson, MKM Stadium

15

Open event, Humber Energy Skills Training
Academy, Hull

13

Northern Lincolnshire Business Awards,
The Grimsby Auditorium

16

Understanding the Business of Marketing –
Your BIPC Local, Beverley Library

20

Hull Jobs Fair, MKM Stadium

16

Bell4Business Online Networking

20

The 20s Roar Again Charity Ball, by Hull and EY
Children’s University, DoubleTree by Hilton Hull

17

LawTech – Data is the New Oil (rescheduled),
C4DI, Hull

24

Lincolnshire Business Expo,
Lincolnshire Showground

18

An Evening with John Barnes, MKM Stadium

26

21

Be Your Own Boss Workshop,
E-Factor Business, Grimsby

Hull Net Zero - What’s the plan? by Hull Business
Energy Efficiency Scheme, MKM Stadium

24

SWIISH Networking March event, with business
coach Pam Featherstone, James Legal Solicitors, Hull

24

HETA (Humberside Engineering Training
Association) Open Evening, Stallingborough

8
9
10

MAY

JUNE
10

The Business Day 2022, The Spa, Bridlington

To have your event listed here, please email sam@bw-magazine.co.uk.
Please note, while we make every effort to ensure these listings are correct, we cannot be held responsible for changes or cancellations – always contact the venue beforehand to check.

In the World of Business
Energy Procurement
Leave it to the Experts
• 20 Years of industry knowledge and applied expertise
• We’ve helped 1,000’s of customers enjoy big savings on
business energy bills
• Strong partnerships with trusted energy suppliers
• All size business’ - small to multi-site large corporation
• Take the stress and hassle out of switching your supplier
• Bespoke energy consultation
• We simplify a very complex industry
• We handle all negotiations with suppliers on your behalf
• Save your time and money
• Straight forward, no nonsense energy advice
• A personal approach - Our business is understanding yours
• Enviable reputation built on ‘old school’ customer service

Switching your business energy supplier has
never been easier; let BDU do the hard work.
Sit back, relax and save.

Contact bduuk.co.uk • hello@bduuk.co.uk

01964 529084

